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Abstract

A new version of stochastic complexity for a parametric statistical model is derived�
based on a class of two�part codes� We show that choosing the quantization in the
�rst step according to the Fisher information is optimal and we compare our approach
to a recent result of Rissanen ���	� Application to robust regression model selection is
presented�

Key words and phrases� stochastic complexity� model selection� robust regression�

� Introduction

It is well known that the maximum of log likelihood alone cannot be used as a criterion
for model selection since it would always select the full model	 An additional term which

penalizes the complexity of the model is needed	 Various penalization terms have been
proposed in the literature
 based on widely di�erent arguments	 A particularly attractive
concept is the stochastic complexity developed in the eighties by Rissanen and summarized

in his book ��	 Stochastic complexity measures the goodness of �t of a model by its ability
to compress the data	 This is done by computing the length of a pre�x code which has
smallest expected length for the model under consideration	 To a �rst approximation

this leads to the penalty term �k

� log n where k is the dimension of the model and n is

the sample size	 Recently in ��� Rissanen has derived a more precise approximation up
to terms o��� as n tends to in�nity	 In this note we present a somewhat di�erent coding
procedure leading to a di�erent approximation to stochastic complexity	 It is the result of
our attempt to understand a preliminary version of ���	

In order to describe the results
 we have to introduce some notation	 We denote the
data by xn � �x�� � � � � xn� and consider a statistical model M � ffn�xnj��� � � �g where
� � Rk	 Here each fn�x

nj�� is a probability density for xn and the marginality condition

holds� Z
fn���x�� � � � � xn��j��dxn�� � fn�x�� � � � � xnj���

If � � ��
 a �xed value
 then the length of the optimal pre�x code is known to be closely
approximated by Shannon�s complexity � log fn�x

nj���	 �In the sequel
 the logarithm is

�



base � by default	� Here we implicitly assume that xn is observed to a certain precision


but its precise value does not matter	
If � is unknown but belongs to �
 then we can construct an optimal pre�x code by a

two�step encoding process
 and use the resultant two�part code to describe xn	 Namely

we �rst encode the chosen member of M
 and then encode the data xn with the optimal

code for that member	 The �rst step is equivalent to encoding the parameter space �	
However
 if � is uncountably in�nite
 there will be no code of �nite length for describing �	
One way to get over this di�culty is to truncate � to certain precision d by quantization	

Then we encode the sequence of representatives of the quantized regions in � rather than
the whole �	 Denote �d as the set of all representatives in � after the truncation and let
Ld be the length of a pre�x code for �d� De�ning

��d � ��d�xn� � arg min
�d��d

f� log fn�x
nj�d� � Ld��

d�g� ���

the optimal two�part code length for describing xn relative to M is

� log fn�x
nj��d� � Ld���

d�� ���

It is easy to see that ��� is indeed the length of a pre�x code
 i	e	 Kraft�s inequality is

satis�ed	
The �ner the quantization is
 the closer is � log fn�x

nj��d� to the minimum of minus log
likelihood
 i	e	 to � log fn�x

nj��� where �� is the MLE
 but Ld���
d� is larger	 The opposite

situation occurs if the quantization of � gets coarser and coarser	 Thus an optimization
problem for the quantization arises	 It involves not only the value of d
 but also the metric
underlying the quantization	 Typically the optimal quantization depends on xn
 but we
require a choice which is independent of the data because otherwise we would need another

code for the chosen quantization	 We determine the quantization which is optimal if the
data are generated according to some member of M	 But our expression remains a valid
code length without such an assumption	 It is given by

� log fn�x
nj��� � k

�
log

�n�e

� log e
�

�

�
log jIn����j�

kX
i��

log�j��ij� n�����

�
kX

i��

r��n���j��ij� �� � k�const� ��� ���

Here �i is the i�th component of �
 r��x� � log�log�x���log�log�log�x���� � � where the sum

continues as long as the iterated logarithms are positive and const � ����	 Furthermore

In��� � E����
� log fn�x

nj��
����t

 ���

is the expected Fisher information and �n� is the maximal eigenvalue of In����
� �

�Jn�x
n�

In����
� �

� where

Jn�x
n� � ��

� log fn�x
nj��

����t
j���� ���

is the observed Fisher information	
For simplicity we propose to retain in ��� only the leading terms	 Then we obtain the

following expression which we call approximate stochastic complexity of the data xn with

respect to the model M

SC�xnjM� � � log fn�x
nj��� � �

�
log jIn����j�

kX
i��

log�j��ij� n�
�

� �� ���

�



In statistics
 log is usually replaced by the natural logarithm ln	 This will result in a

change in the stochastic complexity by an additive term �k
� ln ln � and a multiplicative

factor ln�� �	 Thus the change is minor	
For comparison
 the stochastic complexity given in ��� is

SC�xnjM� � � log fn�x
nj��� � k

�
log

�

��
� log

Z
�	�a


q
jIn���jd� � log���a� � const� ���

Here ���� � ���� � � � � is an increasing sequence of bounded open subsets converging to
�
 �a is the smallest integer a such that �� � ��a� and log��x� � log�x� � r��x�	 We will
comment on the di�erence in section � below	 Both formulae simplify in the case where

� and I��� are bounded	 But since our main interest is in regression problems where
� � Rk
 we concentrate here on the unbounded case	

� Derivation

In order to make notation easier
 we take � � Rk	 We encode the parameter � in two

steps	 First we use a coarse
 but uniform discretization of � and a code length depending
on jj�jj	 In a second step we use a �ner discretization with locally varying size and shape

but with uniform code length	 The discretization procedure is partly used in ��	 For the
�rst step we cover � by congruent cubes

C��C���n��f� � � j �n�j�ij � �� �j�ij� �nj�ij� sign��i��sign��i� �i��� � � � k�g

where � � f	��	�� � � �gk
 and the side width �n � � depending on the number of obser�
vations n satis�es limn���n � �	 Denoting by �� the center of C�
 we let R���� be the
maximal hyperrectangle which is contained in the ellipsoid

�� � ���
tMn������ � ��� � d� ���

Here Mn��� is a k 
 k positive de�nite matrix satisfying the following conditions�

�a�	 Mn��� � �	

�b�	 The minimum eigenvalue of Mn��� is of order O�n� as n��	

�c�	 jMn����j��jjMn����j � jMn����jj � cjj�� � ��jj for any ��� �� � �
 where c � � being

a �nite constant	

�d�	 log jMn���j � o�n�	

Denoting the eigenvalues of Mn���� by 	n���  	n��� � � �  	nk�� � �
 the length of the

i�th side of R���� is �
q
d
�k	ni��� and the volume of R���� is

V ���� � ��dk���
k

� jMn����j� �

� � ���

Now starting from R���� we cover C� by a sequence of non�intersecting hyperrectangles
which are translates of R����	 The resulting cover of C��s is denoted by fR����d�� � �
�� � � � N�g and the centers by �����d�� Thus encoding � will be done by encoding �d �

f�����d�g
 which is consequently equivalent to encoding � and �	 The sizes �n and d as
well as the matrices Mn��� determining the shape of the rectangles will be chosen later

�



to minimize the resulting code length	 Note that if Mn��� is the identity matrix times a

constant
 the two�step discretization is simply a uniform discretization of �	
For encoding � given � we use an equal length code which has a length closely approx�

imated by log�N�� �see ��
 section �	��	 It is easy to get a lower and an upper bound for
N� as follows

�k
n

V ����
� N� �

��n � �
q
d
�k	nk����

k

V ����
�

By ��� we thus obtain

�k
n

�
k

�d

�k��

jMn����j��� � N� � �k
n�� � �

q
d
�k	nk����

��
n �k

�
k

�d

�k��

jMn����j���� ����

For encoding � we need basically a code for the natural numbers	 We use the so�

called universal code ���
 ��
 ��
 ���	 It has the length L�n� � log��n� � const where
const � ���� is determined by

P
��L	n
 � �	 Since we need an additional bit for the sign

of �i we obtain as the code length for �

kX
i��

log��j�ij� � k�const� ���

From the de�nition of C�
 it follows that

���
n j�����d�ij � j�ij � ���

n j�����d�ij� �� ����

Taking ���� and ���� together we obtain the following upper bound of code length for
encoding f�����d�g �

L������d�� �
kX

i��

log�j�����d�ij��n� �
kX

i��

r�����
n j�����d�ij� �� �

k

�
log

k

�d
�

�

�
log jMn����j� �

p
dk

�n
p
	nk��

� k�const� ��� ����

Provided that �����d�i �� � the optimal order of �n is by condition �b� �n  O�n������

Since it is not possible to be more precise
 we will take �n � n���� by noting that a
�ner quantization loses less information	 With this choice and with condition �c�
 we then
obtain

Ld������d�� �
kX

i��

log�j�����d�ij� n����� �
k

�
log

k

�d
�

�

�
log jMn������d��j�

kX
i��

r��n���j�����d�ij� �� � k�const� �� � O�n������ ����

From ��� and ����
 the two�part code length for describing xn relative to M is approxi�

mated by

L�xn� ��d�
def
� � log fn�x

nj��d� �
kX

i��

log�j��di j� n����� �
k

�
log

k

�d
�

�

�
log jMn���

d�j�
kX

i��

r��n���j��di j� �� � k�const� ��� ����

�



Now we are going to determine the optimal d and Mn	 By de�nition ��d is the value

minimizing the expression ����	 But we may as well take ��d to be the value closest to the
maximum likelihood estimator �� since this can only increase the code length	 Hence we
will do so	 Actually in Lemma � at the end of this section
 we will show that this changes
��d by O�n����� under suitable conditions	 Hence the increase of the code length is of the

order O���	 By a Taylor expansion we obtain

� log fn�x
nj��d� � � log fn�x

nj��� � �

�
���d � ���tJn�x

n����d � ����� � o����

where Jn�x
n� is the observed Fisher�information de�ned in ���	 By a standard result from

linear algebra we have for any vector z � Rk

ztJnz � �n�z
tMn����z

where �n�  � � �  �nk are the eigenvalues of Mn����
����JnMn����

����� Hence we obtain the
following upper bound for ����

� log fn�x
nj��� � �

�
�n�d�

kX
i��

log�j��ij� n����� �
k

�
log

k

�d
�

�

�
log jJn�xn�j �

�

�
log�

kY
i��

�ni� �
kX

i��

r��n���j��ij� �� � k�const� �� �O�n������ ����

It is easy to see that the optimal d and Mn minimizing ���� are

Mn���� � Jn� d � k log e�

But this creates problems because typically there exist xn and zn such that ���xn� � ���zn�

but Jn�x

n� �� Jn�z
n�	 For a code length
 Mn must not depend on the data �otherwise we

have to encode alsoMn�	 But if the data are distributed according to fn�x
nj��dxn for some

�
 then the observed Fisher information Jn is approximately equal to the expected Fisher
information In de�ned in ���	 We therefore propose to always useMn��� � In��� regardless
whether the data come from the model or not	 The possibility that the data are not

generated by one of our model distributions and thus In may di�er substantially from Jn is
taken into account by computing �n�
 the maximal eigenvalue of In����

����Jn�x
n�In����

����	
Taking these results together we �nd the approximate code length to be given by ���	

Note that we require only that the Fisher information In exists and satis�es conditions �a�

� �d� from the beginning of this section	 The di�erence between ��� and the approximation
��� is O�k log log n� � O�k log �n��	 Note that typically n��In��� and n

��Jn�x
n� both have

a limit and thus �n� � O���	
We conclude this section by listing the following lemma mentioned before�

Lemma � In addition to conditions �a� to �d�� suppose that fn�x
nj�� is three times con�

tinuously di�erentiable with respect to � and Jn�x
n� � � a�s� satisfying 	k�Jn� � O�n�

a�s� where 	k��� denotes the minimum eigenvalue� Then we have j��� ��dj � O�n����� a�s�
where ��d is de�ned by ����

Proof	 Denote Tn��� � L�xn� �� � log fn�x
nj��	 It is easy to see from condition �d� and

���� that Tn��� � o�n�	 Now make a Taylor expansion for � log fn�x
nj��d� around ��


� log fn�x
nj��d� � � log fn�x

nj��� � �

�
���d � ���tJn�x

n����d � ����� � o���� a	s	 ����

�



since � log fn�x
nj�� is three times continuously di�erentiable with respect to �	 It follows

that

L�xn� ��d� � L�xn� ��� � Tn���
d�� Tn���� �

�

�
���d � ���tJn�x

n����d � ����� � o���� a	s		

Thus

���d � ���tJn�x
n����d � ��� � ��Tn����� Tn���

d�� a	s	 ����

if n is su�ciently large
 since L�xn� ��d� � L�xn� ���	 Using the property Tn��� � o�n� and
the condition for Jn�x

n�
 we obtain j��d � ��j � o��� a	s	 as n��	
From this result and condition �c� it readily follows that � � Tn����� Tn���

d� � O���

a	s		 Using this inequality and ���� again
 it follows that j��d � ��j � O�n����� a	s		 �

� Discussion

Our approach di�ers from the one in ��� in two aspects	 The �rst is that we do not remove
an inherent redundancy of the two�part code ���	 After encoding ��d it would be su�cient

to give a code only for those xn which have the same solution to the minimization problem
���	 In the notation of section � we could thus use the code length

� log f�xnj�����d�� � log P ��� � R����d�j�����d� � L������d���

But for Mn � In
 typically Mn � O�n� and the gain is only of O���	 Moreover its
computation is complicated involving multivariate normal probabilities with a general
covariance matrix	 So we omit it	 Rissanen������ uses Mn � nr��n Id where I is the
identity matrix and rn � o���	 With such a choice

logP ��� � R����d�j�����d�� ��

which is a paradox since even with in�nite precision for �� we still need to encode xn	 Note
that the precise value of �� restricts xn typically to a �n � k��dimensional manifold	 The

resolution of the paradox lies in the precision � for the data xn	 Knowing ��
 we need
typically a code length of O���n�k� log �� to encode xn whereas without this information
we need a length of O��n log ��	 So removing the redundancy when knowing �� with in�nite
precision reduces the length by O��k log ��	 This is arbitrarily large only for � going to

zero	 The same conclusion is obtained by the following argument	 The expression

�n log � � log f�xnj�����d�� � logP ��� � R����d�j�����d�

gives the approximate code length for encoding xn to precision � subject to knowing
�� � R����d� only if the width of that set is larger than �	 As the case of i	i	d	 normal
random variables shows
 that width shrinks to zero if Mn grows faster than n	 So we
believe that there are good reasons not to let Mn grow faster than n	

The second di�erence between our approach and the one of ��� is the way unbounded

parameters are handled	 It seems inevitable to introduce a two�stage procedure where one
uses the universal prior for integers in the �rst
 coarse stage	 In ��� large sets are chosen
in this �rst stage whereas in our approach the size �n of the �rst stage partition tends to
zero	

In addition to the minimum of minus log likelihood
 our criterion ��� contains two
penalty terms	 Let us brie�y discuss their role	 Note that if all the components of �
are quite away from zero
 so will be their estimates for n su�ciently large since the

�



maximum likelihood estimator is consistent	 Thus in this case the term
P

log�j��ij�n�����

is negligible compared to the other term �
� log jIn����j	 On the other hand
 however
 if

any �i � �
 it follows that ��i � Op�n
����� assuming that ��i satis�es the central limit

theorem	 Then log�j��ij � n����� � ��
� log n is comparable to �

� log jIn����j � O�k� log n�

and it reduces the stochastic complexity	 Therefore our criterion favors somewhat models
which contain estimated parameters close to zero
 but not so much that the procedure
becomes inconsistent	

An unsatisfactory feature of both Rissanen�s and our criterion is that they are not auto�
matically invariant under reparameterization	 In Rissanen�s case the problem comes from
the choice of the bounded open sets ��a� where it is not clear how to choose them	 Under a
reparameterization one has to transform these sets accordingly	 For our criterion the most

important point is where one puts the origin in the parameter space	 One should choose
the parameterization such that setting �i � � corresponds to a simpler model for each i	

Usually this can be done in some canonical way	 In order to see how a reparameterization
a�ects our criterion once the origin is �xed
 choose �i � hi��� � � � � k�� i � �� � � � � k� such
that i � � if and only if �i � �	 Then the change in our criterion ��� is

log

����
�
��s
�t

�����
��

�
kX

j��

log
j�jj� n����

j��ij� n����
�

This change is bounded by O�k� under general conditions	 Therefore
 the stochastic
complexity ��� as a model selection criterion is not a�ected for large sample situation and
mildly a�ected otherwise under reparameterization	

A �nal problem is the term n���� in our criterion ���	 From section � we know that

it is obtained by an approximation	 But when changing the scale of �i we should also
scale this n���� term with it	 This can be done for example by replacing j�ij� n���� with
j�ij� �in

���� where �i � �n��In���ii�
���� and In���ii is the i�th diagonal element of In���	

We illustrate this by example � in section �	

� Examples

Example �� Exponential Variables� Suppose x�� � � � � xn are the outcomes of n i	i	d	
exponential variables with density f�xj�� � � exp���x�� In this case a canonical parame�

terization is given by  � ln��� and  � � is a reasonable choice of the origin	 Simple
calculations lead to � � � ln�x� and Jn�x

n� � In�� � n log e	 Therefore the precise
expression ��� is in this case given by

n log e�� � lnx� �
�

�
log e�

�

�
log n� log�j lnxj� n����� � r��n���j lnxj� �� � const�

The simpli�ed expression ��� using the natural logarithm ln becomes

SC�xnjM� � n�� � lnx� �
�

�
lnn� ln�j lnxj� n������

Example �� Robust Regression� In regression
 the aim is to model the linear dependence
of responses yi on a p�dimensional explanatory variable xi

yi � xti� � ri� ����

Here � is a p�dimensional unknown parameter and ri are the errors	 For model selection

we consider submodels obtained by setting certain components of � equal to zero	 The

�



classical method takes the errors to be i	i	d	 N ��� ����distributed which gives least squares

as the MLE	 But least squares are known to be non�robust
 that is changes in one or a
few observations can lead to entirely di�erent estimates ��	 A similar instability occurs
in the model selection based on least squares	 In the language of stochastic complexity
this means that the optimal code for Gaussian errors can be very long if one or a few

observations are not typical for such a model	 One could try to treat the distribution of
the errors as an in�nite dimensional nuisance parameter and to estimate it using again
ideas from stochastic complexity	 However
 such in�nite dimensional nuisance parameters

are delicate both in theory and practice
 see e	g	 �� and ���	 The approach of robust
statistics is di�erent� It uses a single distribution which should give a reasonably short code
length for all data which are typical for an arbitrary distribution in an in�nite dimensional
neighborhood of the normal	 The most famous distribution to achieve this is the so�called

least favorable distribution of Huber
 see ��	 We refer the reader to that paper for some
theory concerning its optimality	

An additional problem occurs when an explanatory variable xi is very di�erent from
the rest	 Such an observation is highly in�uential even with the least favorable distribution


cf	 ��
 Section �	�	 Our way to deal with this problem is to employ in addition a varying

scale depending on how far out xi is	 Thus in our model the ri�s are independent and have
the density

f�ri� � ��� 	��
p
������wi expf��c�wiri

�
�g � wi

�
f��

wiri
�

�� ����

where f��r� � �� � 	��
p
����� expf��c�r�g with � � 	 � �
 � is a scale parameter
 and

wi � w�xi� � ��� � a weight function	 The function �c��� is the Huber function de�ned as

�c�t� �

�
�
�t
�� jtj � c

cjtj � �
�c

�� jtj  c�

The constants 	 and c are related by �� � 	��� � ���c�� � � ���c�
c where ���� is the
distribution function of N ��� �� and ���� is its density	 It easily follows that

E�rijxi� � �� Var�rijxi� � ��

w�
i

��� 	�f���c�� � � ��
�

c
�

�

c�
���c�g�

Thus observations with a small weight have a large �conditional� variance in our model
and thus a reduced in�uence on the MLE	 Apparently the weights have to be small for

outlying xi�s	 The choice of w�x� is discussed further in ��	 There it is also shown that

the in�uence function of the MLE is indeed bounded if w�x�jjxjj is bounded	
If our ultimate aim is to select an optimal predictor in the regression model
 � can be

treated as a nuisance parameter and we do not need to spend any codeword to describe it

in the stochastic complexity that we will derive	 In practice � can be replaced by a robust
estimate using
 for instance
 Huber�s proposal � or Hampel�s median absolute deviation
with a little modi�cation for the full model �see ���	

From ����
 the �conditional� log�likelihood given the explanatory variables Xn �
�x�� � � � � xn�t has the form

��ynjXn� �� � n ln��� 	�� n

�
ln �� � n ln� �

nX
i��

lnwi �
nX

i��

�cfwi

�
�yi � xti��g� ����

From this we can easily compute the observed and the expected Fisher information matrix�
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where �
��

c � � for jtj  c and � for jtj � c	 Thus we obtain

In��jXn� � �E�
���

����t
� �

�

��
�Ef��

��

c �X
t
nW

�
nXn �

�

��
���c�� �

���c�� � � �c����c�
Xt

nW
�
nXn�

����
where Wn � diag�w�� � � � � wn�	 Note that the maximal eigenvalue �n� is always bounded

by a �nite number	 Thus we will omit it in the following	
Following ��� and ���� to ����
 the stochastic complexity of Yn relative to the regres�

sion model ���� and the �conditional� least favorable distributions for ri�s can be well

approximated by

SC�ynjXn� �� � ���ynjXn� ��� �
�

�
ln jIn� ��jXn�j�

pX
i��

ln�j��ij� n�����

�
nX

i��

�cfwi

�
�yi � xti

���g� p

�
lnEf��

��

c �
�

�
ln jXt

nW
�
nXnj� ln

pY
i��

j��ij� n����

�
����

plus terms irrelevant to model selection provided that wi�s are determined from the in�

dependent variables in the full model �see ���	 By the principle of minimum description
length
 a criterion for selecting the explanatory variables in robust linear regression is
obtained by computing the approximation ���� for all submodels obtained by omitting

columns of Xn and choosing the one which minimizes this criterion	

Let us give some interpretations for ����	 The �rst term in ���� is the sum of the
robusti�ed prediction errors which shows the goodness of the robust �t to the observations	
The others represent model complexity	 The second term gives a cost for using a robust

method	 The third one gives the weighted magnitude of the explanatory variables and the
last one the �generalized� signal�to�noise ratio	 This greatly extends previous formulation
of the model complexity which depend only on the dimension of the parameter
 e	g	 in

AIC
 BIC and Mallows� Cp	
Finally we propose a modi�cation to make ���� invariant	 We assume that xi� � �


i	e	 the regression contains an intercept	 In this situation
 it is desirable that the criterion
is invariant under both location and scale transformations of y and of the last p � �

components of x �assumed to be linearly independent�	 It is easily seen that this is
achieved if we modify ���� as follows�
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For more details about this criterion we refer to ��	
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